Einträge:

[1/680]: Schirp-01-001, In the Parque El Centenario I
[2/680]: Schirp-01-001, In the Parque El Centenario I
[3/680]: Schirp-01-002, Park in Itzimná I
[4/680]: Schirp-01-002, Park in Itzimná I
[5/680]: Schirp-01-003, Dwelling in the Port of Progreso, Yucatán
[6/680]: Schirp-01-003, Dwelling in the Port of Progreso, Yucatán
[7/680]: Schirp-01-004, View of Havana, Cuba, ca. 1905
[8/680]: Schirp-01-004, View of Havana, Cuba, ca. 1905
[9/680]: Schirp-01-005, Park in Itzimná II
[10/680]: Schirp-01-005, Park in Itzimná II
[11/680]: Schirp-01-006, People by a coconut tree
[12/680]: Schirp-01-006, People by a coconut tree
[13/680]: Schirp-01-007, Francisco I. Madero in Mérida, 1911
[14/680]: Schirp-01-007, Francisco I. Madero in Mérida, 1911
[15/680]: Schirp-01-008, House in Mérida
[16/680]: Schirp-01-008, House in Mérida
[17/680]: Schirp-01-009, Panoramic view of Mérida from a roof
[18/680]: Schirp-01-009, Panoramic view of Mérida from a roof
[19/680]: Schirp-01-010, Children
[20/680]: Schirp-01-010, Children
[21/680]: Schirp-01-011, In the Parque El Centenario II
[22/680]: Schirp-01-011, In the Parque El Centenario II
[23/680]: Schirp-01-012, Mérida's Train Station, Depósito de Carros Zaldívar
[24/680]: Schirp-01-012, Mérida’s Train Station, Depósito de Carros Zaldívar
[25/680]: Schirp-01-013, Coconut trees in Itzimná, house across from the Club Rotarios
[26/680]: Schirp-01-013, Coconut trees in Itzimná, house across from the Club Rotarios
[27/680]: Schirp-01-014, Parque El Centenario III, by the artificial lake
[28/680]: Schirp-01-014, Parque El Centenario III, by the artificial lake
[29/680]: Schirp-01-015, A Street in Chuminópolis, Mérida
[30/680]: Schirp-01-015, A Street in Chuminópolis, Mérida
[31/680]: Schirp-01-016, Living room of Peter Schirp Malmedi in Mérida
[32/680]: Schirp-01-016, Living room of Peter Schirp Malmedi in Mérida
[33/680]: Schirp-01-017, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in Peter Schirp Malmedi's garden in Mérida
[34/680]: Schirp-01-017, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in Peter Schirp Malmedi's garden in Mérida
[35/680]: Schirp-01-018, Maya style houses in Mérida
[36/680]: Schirp-01-018, Maya style houses in Mérida
[37/680]: Schirp-01-019, "Mestizo" family in their kitchen
[38/680]: Schirp-01-019, "Mestizo" family in their kitchen
[39/680]: Schirp-01-020, Mérida's Main Square
[40/680]: Schirp-01-020, Mérida's Main Square
[41/680]: Schirp-01-021, Two 500 PS machines in the Siemens & Halske plant in Mérida, version 1
[42/680]: Schirp-01-021, Two 500 PS machines in the Siemens & Halske plant in Mérida, version 1
[43/680]: Schirp-01-022, Machines in the Siemens & Halske Electric Plant in Mérida
[44/680]: Schirp-01-022, Machines in the Siemens & Halske Electric Plant in Mérida
[45/680]: Schirp-01-023, One of the electric power generators of Siemens & Halske in Mérida
[46/680]: Schirp-01-023, One of the electric power generators of Siemens & Halske in Mérida
[47/680]: Schirp-01-024, Two 500 PS machines of the Siemens & Halske plant in Mérida, version 2
[48/680]: Schirp-01-024, Two 500 PS machines of the Siemens & Halske plant in Mérida, version 2
[49/680]: Schirp-01-025, Building of the Siemens & Halske Plant in Mérida, at the corner of Calle 61 and Calle 48
[50/680]: Schirp-01-025, Building of the Siemens & Halske Plant in Mérida, at the corner of Calle 61 and Calle 48
[51/680]: Schirp-01-026, 500 PS Machine, without cylinder, in the Siemens & Halske Plant in Mérida
[52/680]: Schirp-01-026, 500 PS Machine, without cylinder, in the Siemens & Halske Plant in Mérida
[53/680]: Schirp-01-027, A 500 P.S. machine in the Siemens & Halske's plant in Mérida
[54/680]: Schirp-01-027, A 500 P.S. machine in the Siemens & Halske's plant in Mérida
[55/680]: Schirp-01-028, Caption on top of photo 28 and 29, Siemens & Halske's Lightning Store
[56/680]: Schirp-01-028, Caption on top of photo 28 and 29, Siemens & Halske's Lightning Store
[57/680]: Schirp-01-028a, Bernhard Davids Schmidt and an unidentified man in the Siemens & Halske's Lightning Store in Mérida, Photo taken between 1902 and 1905
[58/680]: Schirp-01-028a, Bernhard Davids Schmidt and an unidentified man in the Siemens & Halske's Lightning Store in Mérida, Photo taken between 1902 and 1905
[59/680]: Schirp-01-028b, Caption below photo 28a
[60/680]: Schirp-01-028b, Caption below photo 28a
[61/680]: Schirp-01-029, Bernhard Davids Schmidt
[62/680]: Schirp-01-029, Bernhard Davids Schmidt
[63/680]: Schirp-01-030, Offices of the Instalations Department of Siemens & Halske in Mérida
[64/680]: Schirp-01-030, Offices of the Instalations Department of Siemens & Halske in Mérida
[65/680]: Schirp-01-030a, Working in the Instalations Department of Siemens & Halske in Mérida, version 1
[66/680]: Schirp-01-030a, Working in the Instalations Department of Siemens & Halske in Mérida, version 1
[67/680]: Schirp-01-030b, Working in the Instalations Department of the Siemens & Halske Plant in Mérida, version 2
[68/680]: Schirp-01-030b, Working in the Installations Department of the Siemens & Halske Plant in Mérida, version 2

[69/680]: Schirp-01-031, Caption: Offices of Siemens & Halske in Mérida

[70/680]: Schirp-01-031, Caption: Offices of Siemens & Halske in Mérida

[71/680]: Schirp-01-031a, Three employees in the offices of Siemens & Halske, Mérida

[72/680]: Schirp-01-031a, Three employees in the offices of Siemens & Halske, Mérida

[73/680]: Schirp-01-032, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in the offices of Siemens & Halske in Mérida

[74/680]: Schirp-01-032, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in the offices of Siemens & Halske in Mérida

[75/680]: Schirp-01-033, Maschinenmeister Paul Friedrich August Purschwitz and three employees by some of the machines in the Siemens & Halske Plant in Mérida

[76/680]: Schirp-01-033, Maschinenmeister Paul Friedrich August Purschwitz and three employees by some of the machines in the Siemens & Halske Plant in Mérida

[77/680]: Schirp-01-034, Maschinenmeister Purschwitz by two 500 P.S. machines in the Siemens & Halske Electric Plant in Mérida

[78/680]: Schirp-01-034, Maschinenmeister Purschwitz by two 500 P.S. machines in the Siemens & Halske Electric Plant in Mérida

[79/680]: Schirp-01-035, Two pictures of floats in Mérida's 1913 Carnival, 1913

[80/680]: Schirp-01-035, Two pictures of floats in Mérida's 1913 Carnival, 1913

[81/680]: Schirp-01-036, Mérida's Carnival 1913, float of "J. Crasemann, El Candado", 1913

[82/680]: Schirp-01-036, Mérida's Carnival 1913, float of "J. Crasemann, El Candado", 1913

[83/680]: Schirp-01-037, Mérida's Carnival 1913, float with ladies dressed as gypsies, 1913

[84/680]: Schirp-01-037, Mérida's Carnival 1913, float with ladies dressed as gypsies, 1913

[85/680]: Schirp-01-038, Mérida's Carnival 1913, two pictures of the float of "La Mestiza", 1913

[86/680]: Schirp-01-038, Mérida's Carnival 1913, two pictures of the float of "La Mestiza", 1913

[87/680]: Schirp-01-038a, Mérida's Carnival 1913, float of "La Mestiza", 1913

[88/680]: Schirp-01-038a, Mérida's Carnival 1913, float of "La Mestiza", 1913

[89/680]: Schirp-01-039, Mérida's Carnival 1913, lady in an automobile, wearing a hat, 1913

[90/680]: Schirp-01-039, Mérida's Carnival 1913, lady in an automobile, wearing a hat, 1913

[91/680]: Schirp-01-040, Mérida's Carnival 1913, float of "La Recreativa", 1913

[92/680]: Schirp-01-040, Mérida's Carnival 1913, float of "La Recreativa", 1913

[93/680]: Schirp-01-041, Mérida's Carnival 1913, Carnestolendas, 1913

[94/680]: Schirp-01-041, Mérida's Carnival 1913, Carnestolendas, 1913

[95/680]: Schirp-01-042, Mérida's Carnival 1913, floats of the Teatro Peón Contreras and that with the acrobats Pierrot and Colombina, 1913

[96/680]: Schirp-01-042, Mérida's Carnival 1913, floats of the Teatro Peón Contreras and that with the acrobats Pierrot and Colombina, 1913

[97/680]: Schirp-01-043, Mérida's Carnival 1913, women dressed in Maya outfits, float of the "Paz y Unión", 1913

[98/680]: Schirp-01-043, Mérida's Carnival 1913, women dressed in Maya outfits, float of the "Paz y Unión", 1913

[99/680]: Schirp-01-044, Mérida's Carnival 1913, women in an unidentified float, 1913

[100/680]: Schirp-01-044, Mérida's Carnival 1913, women in an unidentified float, 1913

[101/680]: Schirp-01-045, Mérida's Carnival 1913, Orchestra Chanteclair, 1913

[102/680]: Schirp-01-045, Mérida's Carnival 1913, Orchestra Chanteclair, 1913

[103/680]: Schirp-01-046, Mérida's Carnival 1913, musicians in an unidentified float, 1913
[104/680]: Schirp-01-046, Mérida's Carnival 1913, musicians in an unidentified float, 1913
[105/680]: Schirp-01-047, Mérida's Carnival 1913, young ladies on a float, 1913
[106/680]: Schirp-01-047, Mérida's Carnival 1913, young ladies on a float, 1913
[107/680]: Schirp-01-048, Mérida's Carnival 1913, unidentified float going under one of Mérida's arches, 1913
[108/680]: Schirp-01-048, Mérida's Carnival 1913, unidentified float going under one of Mérida's arches, 1913
[109/680]: Schirp-01-049, Mérida's Carnival 1913, two pictures showing an unidentified float - four young women and men in costumes - and that of Orchestra Chanteclair, 1913
[110/680]: Schirp-01-049, Mérida's Carnival 1913, two pictures showing an unidentified float - four young women and men in costumes - and that of Orchestra Chanteclair, 1913
[111/680]: Schirp-01-050, Fireworks dedicated to Francisco I. Madero, 1911
[112/680]: Schirp-01-050, Fireworks dedicated to Francisco I. Madero, 1911
[113/680]: Schirp-01-051, Mexican military men in Mérida, Calle 59 (between 58 y 60), across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[114/680]: Schirp-01-051, Mexican military men in Mérida, Calle 59 (between 58 y 60), across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[115/680]: Schirp-01-052, Mexican military officers in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, between 58 and 80, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[116/680]: Schirp-01-052, Mexican military officers in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, between 58 and 80, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[117/680]: Schirp-01-053, Mexican military band in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[118/680]: Schirp-01-053, Mexican military band in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[119/680]: Schirp-01-054, Mexican military officers in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[120/680]: Schirp-01-054, Mexican military officers in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[121/680]: Schirp-01-055, Mexican officers in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[122/680]: Schirp-01-055, Mexican officers in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[123/680]: Schirp-01-056, Mexican officers riding horses in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[124/680]: Schirp-01-056, Mexican officers riding horses in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[125/680]: Schirp-01-057, Mexican military band in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[126/680]: Schirp-01-057, Mexican military band in Mérida, taken from Calle 59, almost with Calle 60, across from the Biblioteca Cepeda Peraza, February 1913
[129/680]: Schirp-01-058a, People assemble in Mérida's Main Square, as the Mexican Revolution came to Yucatán
[130/680]: Schirp-01-058a, People assemble in Mérida's Main Square, as the Mexican Revolution came to Yucatán
[131/680]: Schirp-01-059, Arrival from Progreso to Mérida of Delio Moreno Cantón
[132/680]: Schirp-01-059, Arrival from Progreso to Mérida of Delio Moreno Cantón
[133/680]: Schirp-01-059a, Caption: Mérida receives Delio Moreno Cantón
Schirp-01-103, Plano Topográfico de la Ciudad de Mérida, February 1910

Schirp-01-104, Wide shot of the garden of Regil's quinta

Schirp-01-104, Wide shot of the garden of Regil's quinta

Schirp-01-105, Caption: Calle en Itzimná, Mérida

Schirp-01-105, Caption: Calle en Itzimná, Mérida

Schirp-01-105a, Street in Itzimná

Schirp-01-105a, Street in Itzimná

Schirp-01-106, Church of San Francisco de Asís, Telchac Pueblo, Yucatán, August 1913

Schirp-01-106, Church of San Francisco de Asís, Telchac Pueblo, Yucatán, August 1913

Schirp-01-106a, Caption: Iglesia de San Juan en Motul, muy antigua, Agosto 1913, August 1913

Schirp-01-106a, Caption: Iglesia de San Juan en Motul, muy antigua, Agosto 1913, August 1913

Schirp-01-107, At the Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-107, At the Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-107a, Caption: At the Hacienda San Antonio, Maya men dances

Schirp-01-107a, Caption: At the Hacienda San Antonio, Maya men dances

Schirp-01-108, Hacienda San Antonio, Maya women carrying a baby

Schirp-01-108, Hacienda San Antonio, Maya women carrying a baby

Schirp-01-108a, Caption: Maya woman with her baby

Schirp-01-108a, Caption: Maya woman with her baby

Schirp-01-109, Henequen plantation, Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-109, Henequen plantation, Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-109a, Caption: Hacienda San Antonio, henequen plantation

Schirp-01-109a, Caption: Hacienda San Antonio, henequen plantation

Schirp-01-110, Drying henequen at the Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-110, Drying henequen at the Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-110a, Caption: Drying henequen at the Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-110a, Caption: Drying henequen at the Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-111, Garden of the Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-111, Garden of the Hacienda San Antonio

Schirp-01-111a, Caption: Hacienda San Antonio, in the garden of the owner

Schirp-01-111a, Caption: Hacienda San Antonio, in the garden of the owner

Schirp-01-111a, Caption: Hacienda San Antonio, in the garden of the owner

Schirp-01-111a, Caption: Hacienda San Antonio, in the garden of the owner

Schirp-01-112, Hacienda San Antonio, in the garden of the owner

Schirp-01-112, Hacienda San Antonio, in the garden of the owner

Schirp-01-112a, Caption: Hacienda San Antonio, in the garden of the owner

Schirp-01-112a, Caption: Hacienda San Antonio, in the garden of the owner

Schirp-01-113, Henequen plant

Schirp-01-113, Henequen plant

Schirp-01-113a, Caption: Henequen

Schirp-01-113a, Caption: Henequen

Schirp-01-114, Acanceh Ruin, Unknown

Schirp-01-114, Acanceh Ruin, Unknown

Schirp-01-114, Acanceh Ruin, Unknown

Schirp-01-114, Acanceh Ruin, Unknown

Schirp-01-115, Fiesta de Acanceh, bull fight
[302/680]: Schirp-01-115, Fiesta de Acanceh, bull fight
[303/680]: Schirp-01-116, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs with Maya people in Acanceh, Unknown
[304/680]: Schirp-01-116, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs with Maya people in Acanceh, Unknown
[305/680]: Schirp-01-117, City of Campeche seen from the ocean
[306/680]: Schirp-01-117, City of Campeche seen from the ocean
[307/680]: Schirp-01-117a, Caption: City of Campeche seen from the ocean
[308/680]: Schirp-01-117a, Caption: City of Campeche seen from the ocean
[309/680]: Schirp-01-118, Sailing boat "Elena" in the Port of Campeche, 1906
[310/680]: Schirp-01-118, Sailing boat "Elena" in the Port of Campeche, 1906
[311/680]: Schirp-01-119, Sailing boat by the Port of Campeche, 1906
[312/680]: Schirp-01-119, Sailing boat by the Port of Campeche, 1906
[313/680]: Schirp-01-120, Heading: In Campeche, 1906
[314/680]: Schirp-01-120, Heading: In Campeche, 1906
[315/680]: Schirp-01-121, Dog in an automobile in Campeche, 1906
[316/680]: Schirp-01-121, Dog in an automobile in Campeche, 1906
[317/680]: Schirp-01-122, Two dogs in an automobile, in Campeche, 1906
[318/680]: Schirp-01-122, Two dogs in an automobile, in Campeche, 1906
[319/680]: Schirp-01-123, Hacienda San José, Eastern 1913
[320/680]: Schirp-01-123, Hacienda San José, Eastern 1913
[321/680]: Schirp-01-123a, Caption: Hacienda San José
[322/680]: Schirp-01-123a, Caption: Hacienda San José
[323/680]: Schirp-01-124, Hacienda Uxmal, Eastern 1913
[324/680]: Schirp-01-124, Hacienda Uxmal, Eastern 1913
[325/680]: Schirp-01-124a, Heading: Hacienda Uxmal
[326/680]: Schirp-01-124a, Heading: Hacienda Uxmal
[327/680]: Schirp-01-125, Hacienda Uxmal - Main House, Eastern 1913
[328/680]: Schirp-01-125, Hacienda Uxmal - Main House, Eastern 1913
[329/680]: Schirp-01-125a, Caption: Courtyard of the Hacienda Uxmal, Eastern 1913
[330/680]: Schirp-01-125a, Caption: Courtyard of the Hacienda Uxmal, Eastern 1913
[331/680]: Schirp-01-126, Maya house in Acanceh, 1913
[332/680]: Schirp-01-126, Maya house in Acanceh, 1913
[333/680]: Schirp-01-127, Mule working at Hacienda Uxmal's waterwheel, Eastern 1913
[334/680]: Schirp-01-127, Mule working at Hacienda Uxmal's waterwheel, Eastern 1913
[335/680]: Schirp-01-127a, Caption: Waterwheel in Hacienda Uxmal, 1913
[336/680]: Schirp-01-127a, Caption: Waterwheel in Hacienda Uxmal, 1913
[337/680]: Schirp-01-128, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs and Paul Purschwitz with some locals in the Hacienda Uxmal, 1913
[338/680]: Schirp-01-128, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs and Paul Purschwitz with some locals in the Hacienda Uxmal, 1913
[339/680]: Schirp-01-128a, Caption of Photo 01-128, 1913
[340/680]: Schirp-01-128a, Caption of Photo 01-128, 1913
[341/680]: Schirp-01-129, Heading: Eastern 1913. Photos from a four-day trip to the Ruins of Uxmal, Eastern 1913
[342/680]: Schirp-01-129, Heading: Eastern 1913. Photos from a four-day trip to the Ruins of Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[343/680]: Schirp-01-130, Caption: The Governor's Palace in Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[344/680]: Schirp-01-130, Caption: The Governor's Palace in Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[345/680]: Schirp-01-130a, Four people by the Governor's Palace, Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[346/680]: Schirp-01-130a, Four people by the Governor's Palace, Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[347/680]: Schirp-01-130b, Group of people posing by the back side of the Eastern Building of the Nunnery, in Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[348/680]: Schirp-01-130b, Group of people posing by the back side of the Eastern Building of the Nunnery, in Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[349/680]: Schirp-01-130c, Three people posing by the Governor's Palace, Eastern 1913

[350/680]: Schirp-01-130c, Three people posing by the Governor's Palace, Eastern 1913

[351/680]: Schirp-01-130d, Northwestern corner of The Governor's Palace, Eastern 1913

[352/680]: Schirp-01-130d, Northwestern corner of The Governor's Palace, Eastern 1913

[353/680]: Schirp-01-130e, Two people posing by The Governor's Palace in Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[354/680]: Schirp-01-130e, Two people posing by The Governor's Palace in Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[355/680]: Schirp-01-131, Heading: The Nunnery (Casa de las Monjas), Eastern 1913

[356/680]: Schirp-01-131, Heading: The Nunnery (Casa de las Monjas), Eastern 1913

[357/680]: Schirp-01-131a, Overview of the Nunnery Quadrangle, Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[358/680]: Schirp-01-131a, Overview of the Nunnery Quadrangle, Uxmal, Eastern 1913

[359/680]: Schirp-01-131b, Nunnery Quadrangle's East Building and the Pyramid of the Magician (El Adivino), Eastern 1913

[360/680]: Schirp-01-131b, Nunnery Quadrangle's East Building and the Pyramid of the Magician (El Adivino), Eastern 1913

[361/680]: Schirp-01-132, Children

[362/680]: Schirp-01-132, Children

[363/680]: Schirp-01-133, Portrait of Peter Schirp Malmedi, Between 1904 and 1913

[364/680]: Schirp-01-133, Portrait of Peter Schirp Malmedi, Between 1904 and 1913

[365/680]: Schirp-01-134, Peter Schirp Malmedi with his dog., Between 1905 and 1913

[366/680]: Schirp-01-134, Peter Schirp Malmedi with his dog., Between 1905 and 1913

[367/680]: Schirp-01-135, Peter Schirp Malmedi sitting on a chair, Between 1905 and 1913

[368/680]: Schirp-01-135, Peter Schirp Malmedi sitting on a chair, Between 1905 and 1913

[369/680]: Schirp-01-136, Peter Schirp, his wife Maria Josefina Savelsberg, two unidentified females, and a dog, Between 1905 and 1913

[370/680]: Schirp-01-136, Peter Schirp, his wife Maria Josefina Savelsberg, two unidentified females, and a dog, Between 1905 and 1913

[371/680]: Schirp-01-137, Peter Schirp Malmedi, his daughter Marie Luise, and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, 26th of February, 1913

[372/680]: Schirp-01-137, Peter Schirp Malmedi, his daughter Marie Luise, and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, 26th of February, 1913

[373/680]: Schirp-01-138, Peter Schirp Malmedi, his wife Josefinia Savelsberg, two women and a men, Between 1905 and 1913

[374/680]: Schirp-01-138, Peter Schirp Malmedi, his wife Josefinia Savelsberg, two women and a men, Between 1905 and 1913

[375/680]: Schirp-01-139, Peter Schirp Malmedi, his wife Josefinia Savelsberg, and two unidentified women, Between 1905 and 1913
Schirp-01-139, Peter Schirp Malmedi, his wife Josefina Savelsberg, and two unidentified women, Between 1905 and 1913

Schirp-01-140, Peter Schirp Malmedi, his wife Josefina Savelsberg, and two unidentified women, Between 1905 and 1913

Schirp-01-140, Peter Schirp Malmedi, his wife Josefina Savelsberg, and two unidentified women, Between 1905 and 1913

Schirp-01-141, Marie Luisa Schirp Savelsberg on a horse, 26.02.1913

Schirp-01-141, Marie Luisa Schirp Savelsberg on a horse, 26.02.1913

Schirp-01-142, Invitation to the baptism of Marie Luisa Schirp Savelsberg, 1912

Schirp-01-142, Invitation to the baptism of Marie Luisa Schirp Savelsberg, 1912

Schirp-01-143, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in Siemens & Halske's control room (Mérida, Yucatán)

Schirp-01-143, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in Siemens & Halske's control room (Mérida, Yucatán)

Schirp-01-144, Self-portrait of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, 12.01.1913

Schirp-01-144, Self-portrait of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, 12.01.1913

Schirp-01-145, Self-portrait in profile of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs , 12.01.1913

Schirp-01-145, Self-portrait in profile of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs , 12.01.1913

Schirp-01-146, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in Peter Schirp Malmedi's patio

Schirp-01-146, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in Peter Schirp Malmedi's patio

Schirp-01-147, Close up of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs

Schirp-01-147, Close up of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs

Schirp-01-148, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in the offices of Siemens & Halske

Schirp-01-148, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in the offices of Siemens & Halske

Schirp-01-149, Child in a garden

Schirp-01-149, Child in a garden

Schirp-01-150, Otto Winson, Wilhelm Oswald Milke Milke, and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in the Parque El Centenario

Schirp-01-150, Otto Winson, Wilhelm Oswald Milke Milke, and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in the Parque El Centenario

Schirp-01-151, Self-portrait of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs at the entrance of Quinta Regil

Schirp-01-151, Self-portrait of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs at the entrance of Quinta Regil

Schirp-01-152, Self-portrait of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs outside the entrance of Quinta Regil

Schirp-01-152, Self-portrait of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs outside the entrance of Quinta Regil

Schirp-01-153, Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke, 24.04.1913

Schirp-01-153, Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke, 24.04.1913

Schirp-01-153a, Caption: Sr. W. Milke

Schirp-01-153a, Caption: Sr. W. Milke

Schirp-01-154, Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke

Schirp-01-154, Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke

Schirp-01-155, Mike Milke and de la Rosa Ortega families with friends in Telchac Puerto

Schirp-01-155, Mike Milke and de la Rosa Ortega families with friends in Telchac Puerto

Schirp-01-156, Mike Milke and de la Rosa Ortega families in Telchac Puerto

Schirp-01-156, Mike Milke and de la Rosa Ortega families in Telchac Puerto

Schirp-01-157, Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke II

Schirp-01-157, Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke II

Schirp-01-157, Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke II
[415/680]: Schirp-01-158, Children of Emma Milke Milke with their nanny, who was brought from Jamaica
[416/680]: Schirp-01-158, Children of Emma Milke Milke with their nanny, who was brought from Jamaica
[417/680]: Schirp-01-159, Young Yucatecan woman in traditional dress
[418/680]: Schirp-01-159, Young Yucatecan woman in traditional dress
[419/680]: Schirp-01-159a, Caption: Yuct. Tracht (Mestice)
[420/680]: Schirp-01-159a, Caption: Yuct. Tracht (Mestice)
[421/680]: Schirp-01-160, Telchac Puerto, August, 1913
[422/680]: Schirp-01-160, Telchac Puerto, August, 1913
[423/680]: Schirp-01-160a, German families in Yucatán, April, 1913
[424/680]: Schirp-01-160a, German families in Yucatán, April, 1913
[425/680]: Schirp-01-160b, Caption: List of people portrayed in 01-160a, April, 1913
[426/680]: Schirp-01-160b, Caption: List of people portrayed in 01-160a, April, 1913
[427/680]: Schirp-01-161, Maria Luisa Schirp Savelsberg, ca. 1914
[428/680]: Schirp-01-161, Maria Luisa Schirp Savelsberg, ca. 1914
[429/680]: Schirp-01-162, Club de Caballeros I
[430/680]: Schirp-01-162, Club de Caballeros I
[431/680]: Schirp-01-163, Club de Caballeros II
[432/680]: Schirp-01-163, Club de Caballeros II
[433/680]: Schirp-01-164, Executives of the Siemens & Halske plant in Mérida I
[434/680]: Schirp-01-164, Executives of the Siemens & Halske plant in Mérida I
[435/680]: Schirp-01-165, Executives of the Siemens & Halske plant in Mérida II
[436/680]: Schirp-01-165, Executives of the Siemens & Halske plant in Mérida II
[437/680]: Schirp-01-166, European man and Maya woman outside a Maya house
[438/680]: Schirp-01-166, European man and Maya woman outside a Maya house
[439/680]: Schirp-01-167, Members of the Milke and Schirp families
[440/680]: Schirp-01-167, Members of the Milke and Schirp families
[441/680]: Schirp-01-168, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in México City, 1944
[442/680]: Schirp-01-168, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in México City, 1944
[443/680]: Schirp-01-169, Elena Emma Milke Kröger de Milke
[444/680]: Schirp-01-169, Elena Emma Milke Kröger de Milke
[445/680]: Schirp-01-170, Members of the Schirp Magaña family
[446/680]: Schirp-01-170, Members of the Schirp Magaña family
[447/680]: Schirp-01-173, Joaquin García Ginerés, carte de visite (Barcelona, circa 1893)
[448/680]: Schirp-01-173, Joaquin García Ginerés, carte de visite (Barcelona, circa 1893)
[449/680]: Schirp-01-173a, Reverse of Joaquín García Ginerés's carte de visite (Barcelona, circa 1893)
[450/680]: Schirp-01-173a, Reverse of Joaquín García Ginerés's carte de visite (Barcelona, circa 1893)
[451/680]: Schirp-01-174, Self-portrait of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in his office in Siemens & Halske
[452/680]: Schirp-01-174, Self-portrait of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in his office in Siemens & Halske
[453/680]: Schirp-01-175, Portrait of Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke
[454/680]: Schirp-01-175, Portrait of Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke
[455/680]: Schirp-01-176, Gertrudis Milke de Schirp and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs
[456/680]: Schirp-01-176, Gertrudis Milke de Schirp and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs
[457/680]: Schirp-01-177, Medium close up of Gertrudis Milke de Schirp
[458/680]: Schirp-01-177, Medium close up of Gertrudis Milke de Schirp
[459/680]: Schirp-01-178, Juan Edwin Arthur Schirp Milke, ca. 1945
[460/680]: Schirp-01-178, Juan Edwin Arthur Schirp Milke, ca. 1945
[461/680]: Schirp-01-179, Milke Milke family in the Quinta Kiuikzotz, 1906
[462/680]: Schirp-01-179, Milke Milke family in the Quinta Kiuikzotz, 1906
[463/680]: Schirp-01-180, Milke Milke family in the Quinta Kiuikzotz
[464/680]: Schirp-01-180, Milke Milke family in the Quinta Kiuikzotz
[465/680]: Schirp-01-181, Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke with two children
[466/680]: Schirp-01-181, Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke with two children
[467/680]: Schirp-01-182, Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke in a garden
[468/680]: Schirp-01-182, Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke in a garden
[469/680]: Schirp-01-183, Full shot of Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke in a garden, 1911
[470/680]: Schirp-01-183, Full shot of Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke in a garden, 1911
[471/680]: Schirp-01-184, Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke, sitting
[472/680]: Schirp-01-184, Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke, sitting
[473/680]: Schirp-01-185, Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke with two women
[474/680]: Schirp-01-185, Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke with two women
[475/680]: Schirp-01-186, Members of the Schirp Milke family
[476/680]: Schirp-01-186, Members of the Schirp Milke family
[477/680]: Schirp-01-187, Gertrudis Milke de Schirp and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, 1913
[478/680]: Schirp-01-187, Gertrudis Milke de Schirp and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, 1913
[479/680]: Schirp-01-188, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, 24.04.1913
[480/680]: Schirp-01-188, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, 24.04.1913
[481/680]: Schirp-01-189, Oswaldo Milke Ortega and a companion in a car
[482/680]: Schirp-01-189, Oswaldo Milke Ortega and a companion in a car
[483/680]: Schirp-01-190, Alfredo Guillermo Schirp Milke, Around 1920
[484/680]: Schirp-01-190, Alfredo Guillermo Schirp Milke, Around 1920
[485/680]: Schirp-01-191, Alfredo Guillermo Schirp Milke & four companions (Telchac, 1949), Around 1949
[486/680]: Schirp-01-191, Alfredo Guillermo Schirp Milke & four companions (Telchac, 1949), Around 1949
[487/680]: Schirp-01-192, Juan Edwin Arthur Schirp Milke in 1930, 1930
[488/680]: Schirp-01-192, Juan Edwin Arthur Schirp Milke in 1930, 1930
[489/680]: Schirp-01-193, Julius Otto Milke Werner
[490/680]: Schirp-01-193, Julius Otto Milke Werner
[491/680]: Schirp-01-194, Otto Winson, Gertrudis Milke de Schirp, and an unidentified girl
[492/680]: Schirp-01-194, Otto Winson, Gertrudis Milke de Schirp, and an unidentified girl
[493/680]: Schirp-01-195, Gertrudis Milke Milke and two people dressed for the carnival
[494/680]: Schirp-01-195, Gertrudis Milke Milke and two people dressed for the carnival
[495/680]: Schirp-01-196, Otto Hugo Milke Milke, 26.06.1949
[496/680]: Schirp-01-196, Otto Hugo Milke Milke, 26.06.1949
[497/680]: Schirp-01-197, Group of people in Progreso, 26.09.1934
[498/680]: Schirp-01-197, Group of people in Progreso, 26.09.1934
Schirp-01-198, Three women by a graduation

Schirp-01-199, Four men by the beach

Schirp-01-200, Getrudis Milke de Schirp, Alfredo Guillermo Schirp Milke, and an unidentified woman, dressed as German peasants for Merida's carnival, 1920's

Schirp-01-201, Elena Emma Milke Kröger de Milke

Schirp-01-202, Gertrudis Heloise Milke Milke and Friedrich Wilhelm Karl Schirp Laabs on their wedding day, 1918-1919?

Schirp-01-204, Club de Caballeros_3, 01.06.1913

Schirp-01-205, Uxmal, East Building of the Nunnery Quadrangle, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-206, Uxmal, Chaac masks, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-207, Meeting of the Gentlemen's Club, by Mr. Galler, 01.06.1913

Schirp-01-208, Uxmal, a platform in the Cemetery Group, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-209, Caption: Pyramid or House of the Magician, Uxmal, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-209a, Uxmal, eastern side of the House of the Magician, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-210, Uxmal, west side of the Pyramid or House of the Magician, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-211, Chamber in the Pyramid or House of the Magician (El Adivino), Uxmal, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-212, Uxmal, Nunnery Quadrangle and Pyramid or House of the Magician, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-212a, Caption: Casa de las monjas con Templo del Divino, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-213, Heading: Returning from the Ruins to San José by horse, 1913

Schirp-01-213a, Group of people in the Ruins of Uxmal, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-214, Uxmal, The Governor's Palace (left) and House of the Turtles; in a volán coché, Eastern 1913

Schirp-01-214a, Caption: Casa de las monjas con Templo del Divino, Eastern 1913
[537/680]: Schirp-01-214a, Caption: Returning from the ruins on a volán (traditional wagon tracked by horses), 1913
[538/680]: Schirp-01-214a, Caption: Returning from the ruins on a volán (traditional wagon tracked by horses), 1913
[539/680]: Schirp-01-215, The "National" in Progreso
[540/680]: Schirp-01-215, The "National" in Progreso
[541/680]: Schirp-01-215a, Cat
[542/680]: Schirp-01-215a, Cat
[543/680]: Schirp-01-216, Boy with a ball
[544/680]: Schirp-01-216, Boy with a ball
[545/680]: Schirp-01-216a, Norwegian steamer in the port of Progreso, Most likely 1913
[546/680]: Schirp-01-216a, Norwegian steamer in the port of Progreso, Most likely 1913
[547/680]: Schirp-01-217, Two steamers in Progreso, Most likely 1913
[548/680]: Schirp-01-217, Two steamers in Progreso, Most likely 1913
[549/680]: Schirp-01-218, Progreso, loading and uploading of the "National" in Progreso, Most likely 1913
[550/680]: Schirp-01-218, Progreso, loading and uploading of the "National" in Progreso, Most likely 1913
[551/680]: Schirp-01-219, Two men in front of the Norwegian steamer Number 2, Most likely 1913
[552/680]: Schirp-01-219, Two men in front of the Norwegian steamer Number 2, Most likely 1913
[553/680]: Schirp-01-220, Peter Schirp Malmedi and children in front of the "National", Most likely 1913
[554/680]: Schirp-01-220, Peter Schirp Malmedi and children in front of the "National", Most likely 1913
[555/680]: Schirp-01-221, S.S. Morro Castle
[556/680]: Schirp-01-221, S.S. Morro Castle
[559/680]: Schirp-01-222, Progreso, cattle being loaded onto the S.S. Morro Castle
[560/680]: Schirp-01-222, Progreso, cattle being loaded onto the S.S. Morro Castle
[561/680]: Schirp-01-222a, Caption: Cattle being loaded
[562/680]: Schirp-01-222a, Caption: Cattle being loaded
[563/680]: Schirp-01-223, Telchac Puerto, people on the beach and boats, August 1913
[564/680]: Schirp-01-223, Telchac Puerto, people on the beach and boats, August 1913
[565/680]: Schirp-01-224, Coconut palms in Telchac Puerto, August 1913
[566/680]: Schirp-01-224, Coconut palms in Telchac Puerto, August 1913
[567/680]: Schirp-01-224a, Caption: Coconut palms in Telchac Puerto, August 1913
[568/680]: Schirp-01-224a, Caption: Coconut palms in Telchac Puerto, August 1913
[569/680]: Schirp-01-225, Beach of Telchac Puerto, August 1913
[570/680]: Schirp-01-225, Beach of Telchac Puerto, August 1913
[571/680]: Schirp-01-225a, Caption: Beach of Telchac Puerto, August 1913
[572/680]: Schirp-01-225a, Caption: Beach of Telchac Puerto, August 1913
[573/680]: Schirp-01-226, Telchac Puerto, people riding horses, August 1913
[574/680]: Schirp-01-226, Telchac Puerto, people riding horses, August 1913
[575/680]: Schirp-01-227, Telchac Puerto, Maya houses, August 1913
[576/680]: Schirp-01-227, Telchac Puerto, Maya houses, August 1913
[577/680]: Schirp-01-227a, Caption: Maya houses in Telchac Puerto, August 1913
Maya houses in Telchac Puerto, August 1913

Telchac Puerto, street with palm trees, August 1913

Telchac Puerto: Daytrip to Miramar, August 1913

Telchac Puerto: Daytrip to Miramar, August 1913

Telchac Puerto: Daytrip to Miramar, August 1913

Daytrip to Miramar, August 1913

Gulf of Mexico, Telchac Puerto, sunset, August 1913

Gulf of Mexico, Telchac Puerto, sunset, August 1913

Golf von Mexiko Fischer-Segler, August 1913

Golf von Mexiko Fischer-Segler, August 1913

Fishermen selling fish, August 1913

Gulf of Mexico- Fishermen selling fish, August 1913

Gulf of Mexico- Fishermen selling fish, August 1913

 Vetán coché in Telchac Puerto, August 1913

 Vetán coché in Telchac Puerto, August 1913

Of Mexico, Telchac Puerto, sunset, August 1913

Golf of Mexico, Telchac Puerto, sunset, August 1913

Telchac Puerto, three men swimming, August 1913

Telchac Puerto, three men swimming, August 1913

Telchac Puerto, Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke, Otto Hugo Milke Milke, Mr. Heather, and Wilhelm Oswald Milke Milke, August 1913

Telchac Puerto, Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke, Otto Hugo Milke Milke, Mr. Heather, and Wilhelm Oswald Milke Milke, August 1913

Caption of the above listed picture, August 1913

Caption of the above listed picture, August 1913

Volán coché in Telchac Puerto, August 1913

Volán coché in Telchac Puerto, August 1913

Caption of the above listed photo, August 1913

Caption of the above listed photo, August 1913

Merida, Calle 61 almost with 46, 25.06.1913

Merida, Calle 61 almost with 46, 25.06.1913

Merida, Calle 61 almost with 46, 25.06.1913

Merida, Calle 61 almost with 46, 25.06.1913

Rainy season, 25.06.1913, Mérida, 1913

Rainy season, 25.06.1913, Mérida, 1913

Mérida, Calle 44, flooded, no people, 1913

Mérida, Calle 44, flooded, no people, 1913

Mérida, Calle 44, flooded, no people, 1913

Cover of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs' Photo Album

Back of the cover of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs' photo album

Acanceh, Yucatán

Downtown Mérida

Merida's Carnival in 1913, 1913

A military parade in Mérida, February 1913
[619/680]: Schirp-01-245, Images of Acanceh and Progreso
[620/680]: Schirp-01-246, Itzimná and Progreso
[621/680]: Schirp-01-247, Port of Progreso
[622/680]: Schirp-01-248, The Siemens & Halske Electric Plant in Mérida
[623/680]: Schirp-01-249, Machine room in the Siemens & Halske Electric Plant (Mérida)
[624/680]: Schirp-01-250, Mérida’s Carnival 1913, 1913
[625/680]: Schirp-01-251, Two images taken in the Siemens & Halske Electric Plant in Mérida, and one picture of Mérida’s Cathedral
[626/680]: Schirp-01-252, Mérida’s carnival and a portrait of Wilhelm Norman Milke Milke, 1913
[627/680]: Schirp-01-253, Merida’s Carnival
[628/680]: Schirp-01-254, Welcoming then presidential candidate Francisco I. Madero to Mérida, and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs in the Siemens & Halske plant
[629/680]: Schirp-01-255, Lighting store and offices of the Siemens & Halske Electrical Plant in Mérida
[630/680]: Schirp-01-256, Photos of Acanceh and Itzimná
[631/680]: Schirp-01-257, Pictures taken in Mérida, Itzimná and Progreso
[632/680]: Schirp-01-258, Photos of different locations in Yucatán
[633/680]: Schirp-01-259, Depictions of children and an image from the Parque El Centenario
[634/680]: Schirp-01-260, Photos taken in Havanna, Itzimná, and Mérida
[635/680]: Schirp-01-261, The “Plaza Grande” and photos that include Mayan people
[636/680]: Schirp-01-262, A street in Chuminópolis, and images taken in Peter Schirp Malmedi’s living room and garden
[637/680]: Schirp-01-263, Itzimná, portrait of Karl Wildfeuer, and an image taken at the "El Centenario Park", in Mérida
[638/680]: Schirp-01-264, Mayan housing
[639/680]: Schirp-01-265, Two photos: One taken in Mérida, México and one in Málaga, Spain
[640/680]: Schirp-01-266, Carnival in Mérida, 1913
[641/680]: Schirp-01-267, Portraits of Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, 12.01.1913
[642/680]: Schirp-01-268, Photos of Peter Schirp Malmedi
[643/680]: Schirp-01-269, Military parade in Mérida, February of 1913., February 1913
[644/680]: Schirp-01-270, Military parade in Mérida, the local carnival and a garden in Itzimná
[645/680]: Schirp-01-272, Photos of Peter Schirp Malmedi, his daughter Marie Luise, and Wilhelm Schirp Laabs , 1913
[646/680]: Schirp-01-273, Photos of Karl Wildfeuer, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs, and Peter Schirp Malmedi
[647/680]: Schirp-01-274, Child in a garden, Parque El Centenario and San Cosme
[648/680]: Schirp-01-275, The "El Centenario" Park, a traditional Maya house, and the garden of Mr. Regil
[649/680]: Schirp-01-276, Peter Schirp Malmedi with several ladies, and the baptism announcement of Marie Luise Schirp Malmedi
[650/680]: Schirp-01-277, Wilhelm Schirp Laabs posing in the garden of Mr. Regil, in Itzimná
[651/680]: Schirp-01-278, A depiction of a cat and two photos taken in the garden of Mr. Regil’s villa
[652/680]: Schirp-01-279, The garden of Mr. Regil’s villa, and the Parque El Centenario
[653/680]: Schirp-01-280, The Governmental Palace, people assembling in Mérida's Main Square and a photo of a house owned by Mr. Ortega
[654/680]: Schirp-01-281, Mérida during the raining season, 25th June, 1913
[655/680]: Schirp-01-282, Photos taken during 1913 rainy season in Mérida, June 1913
[656/680]: Schirp-01-283, Beach of Telchac Puerto, Yucatán, August 1913
[657/680]: Schirp-01-284, Two families in Telchac Puerto and a volán coché, August 1913
[658/680]: Schirp-01-285, Iglesia de San Francisco de Asís, Telchac Puerto, and Miramar, August 1913
[659/680]: Schirp-01-286, Pictures of Telchac Pueblo, August 1913
[660/680]: Schirp-01-287, Gulf of Mexico's views
[661/680]: Schirp-01-288, Three photos taken at Telchac Puerto's beach, August 1913
[662/680]: Schirp-01-289, The San Antonio Henequen Plantation
[663/680]: Schirp-01-290, Photos taken at the San Antonio farm gardens and henequen plantation
[664/680]: Schirp-01-291, Two pictures taken in Progreso's harbour and one in the "El Centenario" Park in Mérida
[665/680]: Schirp-01-294, Arrival of Delio Moreno Cantón at Mérida's train station
[666/680]: Schirp-01-295, Three images taken in Mérida: at the train station, in a house front, and in Siemens & Halske's lightning store
[667/680]: Schirp-01-296, Topographic map of Mérida, February 1910
[668/680]: Schirp-01-297, Three pictures: One of a little girl and two images of the arrival of Delio Moreno Cantón in Mérida
[669/680]: Schirp-01-298, Four portraits of different people
[670/680]: Schirp-01-299, A girl in a traditional dress, henequen plants, and left-over glued of a photo that is missing
[671/680]: Schirp-01-300, Gathering of executives of the Siemens & Halske Electric Plant in Mérida, México
[672/680]: Schirp-01-301, Three pictures: Men sitting on a "truck", a man coming out of a thatched house, and a picture of three men in the Siemens & Halske offices in Mérida
[673/680]: Schirp-01-302, Members of the "Club de Caballeros"
[674/680]: Schirp-01-303, Construction site
[675/680]: Schirp-01-304, Mérida's Main Plaza, a tour of the Catedral and entrance to the Parque el Centenario
[676/680]: Schirp-01-305, Photos of the area around the Parque de la Paz, in Mérida, Yucatán
[677/680]: Schirp-01-306, Three photos taken at the Hacienda Uxmal, Easter 1913
[678/680]: Schirp-01-307, Three photos taken in Itzimná
[679/680]: Schirp-01-308, The Governor's Palace and The Nunnery, in Uxmal, Easter 1913
[680/680]: Schirp-01-309, Some of the Ruins of Uxmal I, Easter 1913